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Marine Bath Lift
The Marine Bath Lift includes a number of outstanding features:

• Optional adjustable or fixed back for a comfortable, relaxed bath
• Stainless high grade steel frame for absolute safety and greatest 

possible stability
• Compact one piece lifter unit which can be easily inserted and 

removed from the bath tub
• No complicated assembly
• Maximum lifting height of 480mm suitable for almost all bath tubs
• Very low seat height of 70mm (2 Qw ”)
• Waterproof hand controller which is comfortable to hold and easy 

to use
• Blue PE foam protects the hand controller and makes it float
• Comfortable white non slip seat padding is machine washable up 

to 60°C
• Marine Bath Lift is easy to clean
• Suitable for any type of bather
• Unbeatable 10 year warranty on all mechanical parts
• Small rear suckers enable the bath lift to be positioned to 

maximise leg room
• 3 Year Warranty on all electrical parts (Including Hand 

Control/Battery)

Max
user
weight 

170
kg

26.7
st

Carrier Bag

Accessories and Spares

PR47700/1 Hand Control/Battery for Marine Bath Lift

PR47700/2 Re-charger for Marine Bath Lift 

PR47700/3 Motor for Marine Bath Lift

PR47700/4 Seat and Back Cover for Marine Bath Lift 

PR47700/5 Suction Cups (2) Feet (4) for Marine Bath Lift 

PR47700/6 Bag for Marine Bath Lift 

EXCLUSIVE

TO PROMEDICS

10 YEAR
WARRANTY

Seat Size 585mm x 390mm (23” x 15 Qw ”)

Flap Size 145mm (5 Qw ”)

Foot Print: 620 x 330mm (24 Qw ” x 13”)

PR47700
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Manual Bath Lift – “Peter Pan”
The Peter Pan bath lift has been specifically designed for the
homecare market. A unique and patented bath lift that requires no
external power source.
That’s right, this is a manually operated bath lift.
Simply locate the removable handle into the correct position and
turn. The mechanism which requires little effort, and can be turned
by the user, (depending on their strength) or, by a carer or a person
assisting the bathing process.

• 10 year warranty (except covers and suction feet)
• No electrical parts
• No need to remember to charge the battery
• Very easy to maintain
• Cost effective

The Peter Pan can be lowered down to 7cm above the bottom of
the bath. The maximum seat height is 43cm. The bath lift can be
used with or without the back rest, so you can enjoy a bath any way
you like. A soft transfer disc is included, which will help the user
mover to either side to aid safe transfer.
It is made from stainless steel and is extremely light weight – only
8.8kg (19 lbs). As it is so light, it makes the bath lift very portable
and so it can be easily transported.

Max
user
weight 

135
kg

21
st

Specification
Seat height: 70mm to 430mm
Seat size: 390mm x 590mm
Back options: 7° or 30° or removable

Peter Pan Bath Lift contains:
• Frame
• Seat and back
• Soft disc
• Handle
• Handle box
• Manual 

PR47750

EXCLUSIVE

TO PROMEDICS

10 YEAR
WARRANTY

Seat Size 590 x 390mm (23” x 15”)

Footprint: 290 x 520mm (11 Qw ” x 20 Qw ”)
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3 Wizard
A comfortable bath seat, that uses a hydraulic piston to gently and
slowly lower the user down in the bath. It has four strong springs to
raise them up again with a little assistance on the bath rim from
hands or forearms.

The seat is mounted on a stainless steel frame with sucker feet at
the front and roller wheels at the back.

It can be locked in any position with a simple lever allowing the
raise to be done in stages if required, but locks automatically when
it reaches the top.

1 The Bath Buddy
If you have forgotten what it is like
to bathe in comfort, to be in a bath
where you can lie back and have a
long soak, then try the Bath
Buddy. This inflatable bath lift is so
easy to use just press the soft
touch button on the hand control
and you will be gently lowered on
a cushion of air down to the
bottom of your bath. When you
want to re-inflate the Bath Buddy
simply press the up button and
you will be lifted gently out of your
bath, you will always be in control.
All the fittings are soft so there will
be no damage done to your bath.
Requires no installation and takes
just a few minutes to set up. The
Bath Buddy is easy to clean and
packs away for storage.

PR46002

Bath Buddy Tall
PR46030 Bath Buddy Tall

2 Bath Buddy Bag
A useful accessory for travelling.

PR46003

Max
user
weight 

127
kg

20
st

1

3

2

14 DAYS
DELIVERY

14 DAYS
DELIVERY

Code Width Height Depth
PR46002 570mm (22”) 380mm (15”) 590mm (23”)
PR46030 570mm (22”) 455mm (18”) 590mm (23”)

PR46000 User Weight 63-102kg (10-16 stones)
PR46001 User Weight 50-82kg (8-13 stones)

Seat Size 330 x 483mm (13” x 19”)

Height Range 75-325mm (3”-12 Qw ”)

Carrying Weight 4.2kg (9lbs)
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1 Slatted Bath Board 
This high quality Slatted Bath Board is strong, comfortable and
provides easy drainage. Constructed from plastic it is light weight
and easy to assemble and fit. Rubber pads are under the bath
board to help prevent slipping on the edge of the bath.
Seat Length: 660mm (26”) Seat Width 230mm (9”)

PR46041/26

Max
user
weight 

190
kg

30
st

3 Handle for Slatted Bath Board 
This handle gives the user added security when transferring on to
and from the Slatted Bath Board. The handle is made from plastic
and is comfortable, strong and easy to fit. This handle will only fit
PR46041.

PR46041/H

2 Slatted Bath Seat 
This high quality Slatted Bath Seat is strong, comfortable and
provides easy drainage. There are four suckers on each leg which
securely holds the bath seat in place.
Seat Size: 280 x 458mm (11” x 18”) Overall Height 200mm (8”)

PR46040

Max
user
weight 

190
kg

30
st

Max
user
weight 

127
kg

20
st

4 Atlantis Showerboard
A showerboard and bathboard in one unique super safe product.
Cut out allows easy access for personal hygiene whilst seated -
reduces risk of slips and falls
• Locates securely at the end of the bath to maximize legroom and 

space to move around
• Can be supported on three sides for extra stability, reducing risk 

of falling backwards
• Designed to drain excess water back into the bath
• Lightweight with large handholds – easy to move it around and 

store
• Comfortable, even for extended periods of time
• User friendly round edges and gentle curves
• Designed to reduce risk of tipping forward however far to the front 

the user sits
Board size 686 x 470mm (27” x 18 Qw ’)

PR46042

1

2

3

4

Bath Boards Bathing
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1 Derby Bath Seat
To help reduce lowering and raising in the bath, the Derby bath
seat is available in two heights. Finished in lightweight, cream
coloured tough plastic with a textured seat to prevent slipping. Leg
positions are adjustable to give maximum stability with different
bath widths and are fitted with large rubber suckers to give a firm
grip. Available in two heights.
Seat size: 400 x 200mm (16 x 8") 

PR46006 Height 150mm (6in)

PR46008 Height 200mm (8in)

5 Derby Bath Bench
A truly safe bath bench which hooks under a wall fixed grab bar
and hinges down across the bath and is kept securely in place
against the bath rim with two brackets. Also removes easily when
not required leaving the bath free for normal use. Because the
bench is secured to the wall it can safely extend beyond the edge
of the bath making side transfer easier. The Derby bath bench is
strong and wide, smooth plastic for ease of transfer and has a built
in anti bacterial action.
Size: 840 x 400 x 35mm (33 x 15 x 1.5")

PR46075

4 Derby Bath Board MKll (with handle)
This bathboard is strong and secure, slatted for good water
drainage and is made from non rusting plastic. It adjusts to fit
securely and provides a seat across the bath. The seating area is
slip resistant and there is an adjustable handle for added security
for the user. Adjustable deep brackets fit inside the bath.
Size: 710 x 305 x 70mm (28 x 12 x 3")

PR46007 

2 Cosby Bath Seat
A generous, specially designed seating area provides an anti slip
but comfortable platform for the larger user. This strong but
lightweight bathseat has a cut away design at the front to aid
personal cleansing. Fixes to the bath with four large suckers.
Size: 460 x 295 x 200mm (18 x 12 x 8")

PR46408

Max
user
weight 

190
kg

30
st

Max
user
weight 

100
kg

16
st

Max
user
weight 

190
kg

30
st

Max
user
weight 

190
kg

30
st

Max
user
weight 

150
kg

23.5
st

1 2

4

5

3 Bath Board with Handle
For ease of transfer and added security, this moulded plastic bath
board is supplied complete with handle. Providing a comfortable
contoured seating area for sitting whilst bathing, it has well spaced
holes for drainage. The width adjustable brackets have anti slip
rubber pads to give a stable platform and protect the baths surface.
Length 675mm (27"). Width 275mm (11").

PR46409

3
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Max
user
weight 

102
kg

16
st

Max
user
weight 

125
kg

20
st

3 Large Fold Down Shower Seat 
This comfortable shower seat is fitted to the wall and can be folded
up when not in use. It has two height adjustable legs at the front to
provide extra support and stability. These legs are fitted with non
slip feet and are adjusted with pin clips. The seat is available
padded or plastic and is mounted on to a plastic coated steel
frame.

2 Small Fold Down Shower Seat
This comfortable shower seat is fitted to the wall and can be folded
up when not in use. It has two height adjustable legs at the front to
provide extra support and stability. These legs are fitted with non
slip feet and are adjusted with pin clips. The seat is available
padded or plastic and is mounted on to a plastic coated steel
frame.

4 Wall Fixed Corner Shower Seat
This handy wall mounted tripod stool fits neatly into the corner of
the shower, the white plastic seat is perforated for easy drainage.
The frame is epoxy powder coated steel. The stool is suitable for
virtually any shower tray and gives much more leg room than
standard stools.

2

3

4

14 DAYS
DELIVERY

14 DAYS
DELIVERY

Seat

Height 465-565mm (18”-22”)

Width 280mm (11”)

Depth 350mm (22”)

Seat

Height 480-630mm (19”-25”)

Width 330mm (13”)

Depth 470mm (18 Qw ”)

Seat

Height 460-610mm (18”-24”)

Width 260mm (10”)

Depth 420mm (16 Qw ”)

PR45600 Padded Seat

PR45601 Plastic Seat  

Max
user
weight 

102
kg

16
st

PR45602 Plastic Seat with legs 

PR45604 Padded Seat with legs 

PR45606

1 Swivel Shower Seat
A sturdy white plastic seat that can rotate and lock into position to
allow a user to sit comfortably and facilitate movement over the
bath. The seat is fixed to a powder coated stainless steel frame that
rests securely on the rim of the bath. The two arms provide security
for the user. The holes in the seat facilitate quick drainage.

Max
user
weight 

114
kg

18
st

1
NOW WIDTH

ADJUSTABLE

Seat Size 368 x 406mm (14 Qw ” x 16”)

Width Adjusts Inner 558-774mm (22”-30 Qw ”)

Width Adjusts Outer 710-927mm (28”-36 Qw ”)

Carrying Weight 5.3kg (11.6lbs)

PR45579
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Max
user
weight 

125
kg

20
st

4 Corner Shower Stool 
This handy tripod stool fits neatly into the corner of the shower. The
plastic seat is perforated for easy drainage. The frame is epoxy
powder coated steel. The stool is suitable for virtually any shower
tray and gives much more leg room than standard stools. Available
in White only.

Seat

Height 510-465mm (20”-18”)

Width 260mm (10”)

Depth 420mm (16 Qw ”)

PR46005

2 Shower Stool
This Shower Stool has a moulded plastic seat with a sturdy but
lightweight frame. The adjustable aluminium legs are finished with
rubber ferrules to prevent movement of the stool.

Max
user
weight 

114
kg

18
st

Seat

Height 406-508mm (16”-20”)

Diameter 330mm (13”)

PR46032

Footprint: 330 x 330mm (13” x 13”)

3 Stackable Shower Stool
These stackable shower stools have a very comfortable seat with
drainage holes. The small footprint (470 x 390mm) means the stool
is ideal for small shower cubicles. The stool is available in fixed or
adjustable height versions and are autoclavable. This shower stool
is an excellent choice for storage and can be stacked up to 10 high.

Product Code Height Width Depth

Adjustable Height PR46036/AH 490-640mm (19”-25”) 470mm (18 Qw ”) 390mm (15”)

Fixed Height PR46036/FH 490mm (19”) 470mm (18 Qw ”) 390mm (15”)

Max
user
weight 

127
kg

20
st

1 Shower Stool - Dino Type
A robust shower stool manufactured from plastic coated steel
tubing and fitted with a plastic clip on seat. It has built in side
handles which offer stability and additional support to the user.
Height adjustable.

1

2

PR46010 Seat Overall

Height 450-600mm (18”-23 Qw ”) 450-600 (18”-23 Qw ”)

Width 370mm (14 Qw ”) 500mm (20”)

Depth 280mm (11”) 390mm (15”)

Footprint: 370 x 280mm (14 Qw ” x 11”)

Footprint: 470 x 280mm (18 Qw ” x 11”)

PR46010/S Seat Overall
Height 500-600mm (20”-26”) 500-710mm (20”-28”)

Width 370mm (14 Qw ”) 470mm (18 Qw ”)

Depth 280mm (11”) 280mm (11”)

Max
user
weight

125
kg

19.5
st

Max
user
weight 

160
kg

25
st

43
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Max
user
weight 

100
kg

16
st

1
1 Folding Shower Stool
This shower stool has a shaped seat that is designed to fit the body
more comfortably. The raised edges of the seat have handles to
give the user extra confidence and stability. With an aluminium
frame and a moulded plastic seat, this stool is both lightweight and
corrosion resistant. Folds easily for transportation and storage.
Perforated for drainage.

Seat

Height 368-406mm (14 Qw ”-16”)

Width 480mm (19”)

Depth 300mm (12”)

PR46034

Footprint: 480 x 300mm (19” x 12”)

Swift shower stool
Swift shower stool
with armrests

Swift shower chair

2 The Swift
The Swift, a shower stool that can be adapted to suit different
needs. We believe that the Swift can help people live a freer and
more independent existence, as having a shower independently
and in comfort is a luxury that everybody wants. Easy to assemble,
no tools necessary so the Swift can be used straight away. With its
unique design the ferrules provide perfect grip on wet or dry floors
and anti-slip pattern on the seat and backrest offers stability and
reassurance to users. Telescopic oval legs, ensures the height can
be easily adjusted. Lightweight and packed flat for storage and
transporting. Available in three different styles.

Material: Polypropylene, aluminium

PR45023 Swift armrests only (pair)
PR45024 Swift backrest only

Max
user
weight 

130
kg

20.25
st

2

3

Swift Stool
Swift Stool with armrests Swift Chair
PR45020 PR45021 PR45022

Overall height 420-570mm 620-770mm 800-590mm
(17”-22 Qw ”) (24 Qw ”-30”) (31 Qw ”-37 Qw ”)

Overall width 540mm (21”) 560mm (22”) 560mm (22”)

Overall depth 500mm (20”) 500mm (20”) 500mm (20”)

Seat height 420-570mm 420-570mm 420-570mm
(17”-22 Qw ”) (17”-22 Qw ”) (17”-22 Qw ”)

Seat width 540mm (21”) 540mm (21”) 540mm (21”)

Seat depth 410mm (16”) 410mm (16”) 410mm (16”)

Width between N/A 450mm (17 Er ”) 450mm (17 Er ”)
armrests
Weight 3.1kg (6lbs 3oz) 3.9kg (6lbs 8oz) 4.7kg (10lbs 5oz)

PR45020 Swift shower stool
PR45021 Swift showerstool 

with armrests
PR45022 Swift shower chair

Seat Overall

Height 420-570mm (16 Qw ”-22 Qw ”) 420-570mm (16 Qw ”-22 Qw ”)

Width 450mm (17 Qw ”) 520mm (20 Qw ”)

Depth 390mm (15”) 390mm (15”)

3 Edge
Edge is a height-adjustable, comfortable triangular shower stool
that fits perfectly in a corner. Thereby it takes up very little space in
the shower. To vary the seat position, the stool can be turned so
that a corner faces forward. The seat can also be set with a slight
forward angle.
The versatility of Edge makes it the perfect shower stool. The seat
design ensures a stable, safe and comfortable position. The stool is
height-adjustable and it is also possible to set the height with a
slight tilt, to facilitate standing up.
The legs of Edge are slightly angled outward to increase stability.
Edge stands firmly on all three legs thanks to its built-in flexibility.
Also the soft ferrules will always grip the floor.
The light weight makes Edge easy to move around in the bathroom.
The design also facilitates cleaning. Edge comes flat-packed and is
easy to assemble without the need for any tools. Furthermore,
Edge is stackable. Colour Green. Carrying Weight: 2.6kg (5.7 lbs)

PR45096

Max
user
weight 

130
kg

20
st

14 DAYS
DELIVERY
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2 Adjustable Height Gap Front Shower Stool
This adjustable height gap front shower stool is made from plastic
coated steel tubing. The plastic seat has a front cut away for ease
of personal cleansing. The stool is height adjustable with non slip
ferrules on the feet.

1 Metal Top Adjustable Height Shower Stool
This metal top shower stool has splayed legs for extra balance. The
seat is available with ferrule tips or flat bottom.

3 Adjustable Height Shower Chair
This adjustable height shower chair has a convenient handle
moulded into the plastic back rest to aid carrying. Made from plastic
coated steel tubing, the ergonomic seat has a front cut away for
ease of personal cleansing. Shower chair available in plastic back,
Nylon back and folding.

3

2

1

Max
user
weight 

125
kg

20
st

14 DAYS
DELIVERY

14 DAYS
DELIVERY

14 DAYS
DELIVERY

Seat Overall

Height 350-500mm (14”-19 Qw ”) 540mm (21”)

Width 360mm (14”) 380mm (15”)

Depth 300mm (12”) 330mm (21”)

Seat Overall
Height 460-610mm (18”-24”) 610-760mm (24”-30”)

Width 480mm (19”) 480mm (19”)

Depth 380mm (15”) 380mm (15”)

Seat Overall Arm

Height 480-630mm (19”-25”) 760-910mm (30”-36”) 630-780mm (25”-31”)

Width 480mm (19”) 480mm (19”) 480mm (19”)

Depth 610mm (24”) 610mm (24”) 610mm (24”)

Ferrule Bottom - Height Adjustable

PR46017 Max
user
weight 

125
kg

20
st

PR46028 Nylon Back 

PR46029 Plastic Back 

PR46018 Folding Nylon Back

PR46031 Folding Plastic Back

Footprint: 380 x 390mm (15” x 15”)

Footprint: 480 x 380mm (19” x 15”)

Footprint: 480 x 610mm (19” x 24”)

PR46015

Max
user
weight 

160
kg

25
st
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PR50060 Pan and lid with handle
PR50061 Pan holders
PR45026 Clean soft seat
PR45062 Clean soft back
PR45063 Safety Strap, divided

3 The Clean
The Clean shower and hygiene chair for environments where
infection-control is of prime importance, featuring a unique single
steel tube design which does not rust. The plastic parts on the
Clean are strong, light, smooth and easy clean, hence the name.
(Its leather like surface creates good friction when wet or dry.) The
Clean offers a soft seat and back attachment which will make your
shower more comfortable and relaxed. Sideways transfers are not a
problem as the whole arm can be attached and detached easily
from the chair. It has ergonomically-shape ended armrests,
comfortable to hold on to and offer good grip to the users. The
wheels are made of solid plastic, with easy to push down brakes for
security. The footplate, which is fitted as standard will protect your
feet from the wheels with the sides, the foot plate can easily be
pushed under the seat when not required. The Clean offers stability
and comfort to users and you will not be disappointed with this
product.

1 Mobile Shower Chair
A mobile shower chair manufactured from plastic coated steel
tubing and fitted with a comfortable white plastic seat with small
drainage holes for release of excess water.
Fitted with four inch castors and two rear
brakes.

2 Stationary Shower Chair
A stationary shower chair manufactured from plastic coated steel
tubing and fitted with a comfortable white plastic seat with small
drainage holes. Has four non-slip rubber tips
on the legs for extra friction and safety.

Max
user
weight 

127
kg

20
st

Max
user
weight 

127
kg

20
st

Max
user
weight 

130
kg

20.25
st

3

1

14 DAYS
DELIVERY

PR46011 Fixed height

PR46012 Adjustable height

Seat Overall

Height 520mm (20 Qw ”) 850mm (33 Qw ”)

Width 460mm (18”) 550mm (21 Qw ”)

Depth 380mm (15”) 500mm (19 Qw ”)

Seat Overall

Height 460-630mm (18”-25”) 810-960mm (32”-38”)

Width 460mm (18”) 550mm (21 Qw ”)

Depth 380mm (15”) 500mm (19 Qw ”)

Seat Overall

Height 480mm (19”) 850mm (33 Qw ”)

Width 460mm (18”) 550mm (21 Qw ”)

Depth 380mm (15”) 500mm (19 Qw ”)

Seat Overall

Height 460-610mm (18”-24”) 830-980mm (32 Qw”-38 Qw”)

Width 460mm (18”) 550mm (21 Qw ”)

Depth 380mm (15”) 500mm (19 Qw ”)

PR46013 Adjustable height

PR46009 Fixed height

2

PR45025/4/HA PR45025/4 PR45025/SP
Seat Overall Seat Overall Seat Overall

Height 490mm (19 Qw ”) 990mm (39”) 475-600mm(18 Qw ”-23 Qw ”) 975-1100mm(38”-43”) 550mm (21 Qw ”) 1050mm (41”)
Width 480mm (19”) 520mm (20 Qw ”) 480mm (19”) 520mm (20 Qw ”) 480mm (19”) 690mm (27”)
Depth 430mm (17”) 580mm (23”) 435mm (17”) 580mm (23”) 430mm (17”) 730mm (29”)

3 PR45025/4/HA

PR45025/4

PR45025/SP
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1 Ashby Step Two
Safe and easy bath access by reducing the danger of falling in the
bathroom. Use one side up for a 101mm (4") step and the other
way up for a 152mm (6") step. Textured areas reduce risk of
slipping with a large standing area for both feet. Size: 520 x 330 x
150mm (20 x 13 x 6")

PR46291

Max
user
weight 

190
kg

30
st

1

3 Rubbergrip Bath Mats
These Rubbergrip Bath Mats are made from rubber and have a
ribbed surface and suction cups for added slip resistance. The mats
are self draining and fully machine washable. The mats are
available in white only and in three sizes.

PR45047 Long 340 x 740mm
PR45051 Square 530 x 530mm
PR45057 Extra Long 370 x 900mm

2 Prima Bath Step
Attractive mint coloured pads provide a better grip for the user
when wet. The step has soft feet underneath, reducing the risk of
spillage. Modular design with no tools required. Co-ordinates with
the rest of the Prima range. The Prima step can be linked to create
a multiple step or platform arrangement
This attractive bath step has been designed to make getting into
and out of the bath easier. The Prima Bath Step has a unique
modular system which can be used as an individual step or it can
be linked together to create multiple steps. Additional packs of
raisers can be purchased separately, helping to adapt the step to
the individuals needs.

Step Size: 445mm (17.5”) x 350mm (14”)
Step Top Height: 50mm (2”)
Raiser Height: 2 x 25mm (1”)
Maximum Recommended Height: 300mm (12”) (Variable Height)

PR46292   Will give a maximum step height of 4”

Max
user
weight 

190
kg

30
st

2

3
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Cast Protectors 
These comfortable waterproof protectors simply slip over the cast or
dressing on either the lower leg or arm to protect them when taking
a bath or shower. The cast protectors are re-usable and are
intended for single patient use only. Not suitable for use with open or
undressed wounds or when swimming.

PR45080 Adult Long Leg - 1016mm (40")

PR45081 Adult Short Leg - 590mm (23")

PR45083 Adult Long Arm - 990mm (39")

PR45084 Adult Short Arm - 560mm (22”)

PR45086 Adult Foot / Ankle - 254mm (10")

PR45087 Adult Hand - 305mm (12”)

Adult Long Leg

Adult Short Leg

Adult
Long Arm

Adult
Short Arm 

Adult Foot / Ankle

Adult Hand
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1 Bath And Scrub Sponges
Our most popular sponge is available in three styles.
These lightweight sponges feature soft polyfoam attached to a
plastic handle. Designed as bath sponges, these versatile sponges
also can be used for a variety of household tasks. The scrub
sponge has a loofah-style surface on one side. Bath sponges are
available with round or contoured sponges and the Scrub Sponge
is available in the round style only. Handle can be shaped with a
heat gun. All three sponges measure 130mm (5") in diameter.

2 Bath Kit 
Ideal for washing hard-to-reach areas.
Choose from the attached scrub brush or four additional
attachments to wash the body easily, without bending or reaching.
Use the two small sponges for washing between toes or the two
round sponges for washing back and legs. The attached scrub
sponge is ideal for washing the bottoms of feet. The long, plastic
handle holds the scrub brush and accommodates one screw-on
attachment at a time. 558mm (22”) handle.

PR45038

3 Long Handled Sponge
Colourful rectangular sponges, mounted on a lightweight epoxy
coated aluminium handle. These long handled sponges have a vinyl
hand-grip to reduce slipping from wet hands. They are also great for
cleaning the bath without bending over. Colours may vary.

1

2

3

Long 560mm (22”) Short 360mm (14”)

Round PR45033 PR45035

Contoured PR45034 PR45036

Scrub PR45037 N/A

Code Description Length

PR45055 Long 530mm (21”)

PR45056 Extra Long 760mm (30”)

5 Body Care Hair Washer
Unique brush increases reach.
This brush has a 250mm (10") long handle that allows individuals
with limited reach to shampoo independently. Rubber knobs gently
massage the scalp. Handle is slightly curved and angled for an
easier reach. Non-slip rubber handle provides a comfortable grip.

PR45043

4 Body Care Body Washer
Non-slip handle for a secure grip while bathing.
These long, curved handle scrub brushes provide easy bathing for
persons with limited range of motion. Closed-celled foam is covered
with comfortable nylon mesh for gentle scrubbing. Nonslip rubber
handle provides a secure grip even when wet.

PR45046  Curved  790mm (31")

PR45019  Straight  410mm (16")

4

5
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2

2 Suction Emery Board
The suction emery board consists of two grades of emery cloth
covering a 100mm (4") long board. Two suction cup feet keep the
board stationary while filing nails.

PR45064

4 Derby Tap Turners
Fits crosshead and crystal taps, making them easier to turn.
Hard Wearing - Easily fitted and providing outstanding grip with no
tools required.
Modern Design - An innovative design to make the operation of
taps easier. These are durable and multifunctional devices to help
users with weak hand strength to operate taps.
The design makes the operation of taps easier. The handle has a
rubber moulding to give a firm and controllable grip. The Derby Tap
Turner is made of plastic, and is therefore rust proof and always
warm to the touch. The Derby Tap Turners have colour coded
handles to clearly identify hot and cold taps.
The Derby Tap Turner is an economical alternative to replacing
taps. They are easily and quickly fixed to most crosshead and
crystal taps without the use of any tools. An internal rubber coating
ensures an effective grip with smooth operation and with protection
for the tap.
The Derby Tap Turners are sold in packs of two, one cold (blue
handle) and one hot (red handle) tap turner. The width capacity for
the tap turner is 60mm diameter.
PR45564

1 Economy Suction Brush
Scrub with just one hand.
Attach the economy suction brush onto the sink for convenient one-
handed scrubbing. A lightweight plastic base holds seven rows of
13mm ( Qw ") long stiff nylon bristles. Ideal for cleaning dentures or
fingernails. Rubber suction feet secure the brush to most surfaces.
Measures 38 x 100mm (1 Qw x 4").

PR45045

1

3 Suction Denture Brush
Clean dentures easily with just one hand.
This double-sided brush has two suction feet that securely hold the
base in place during use. The large brush has even length bristles,
and the small brush has contoured bristles for hard-to-clean areas.

PR45044

5 Easiturn Tap Turner
These aesthetically designed tap turners fit easily onto crosshead
style taps and act as convenient levers making turning the tap on
and off much easier. Made of high quality plastic, the tap turners
are supplied in pairs with one red and one blue turner. The turners
also feature a Braille symbol “C” and “H”, making them useful for
those with a visual impairment.

PR45565

3

4

5
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2 Deluxe shampoo basin
Finally, a no-splash solution for washing hair in bed.
Properly position the head and shoulders for shampooing with
these shampoo basins. The Deluxe Basin has a double-tube design
that prevents water from splashing. Includes a 1190mm (47") drain
hose. Made of durable vinyl for years of use. The Deluxe basin
measures 710 x 610 x 150mm (28 x 24 x 6").

PR45016

3 Lotion Applicator
The Lotion Applicator has a washable pad, which normally lasts up
to 4-6 weeks. Replacement pads are available and are easy to
replace by peeling off the old pad and adding the self adhesive
replacement. The Lotion Applicator is ideal for applying lotions,
creams, oils or skin medications to your back. Removes necessity
for bending when applying to legs or feet.

PR45017 Lotion Applicator
PR45018 Replacement Pad Pack of 2

4 Bath Pillow
Recommended for those at risk of developing pressure sores this
PVC inflatable cushion covered in terry cloth, provides cushioning
between the bath and skin. Four suction cups enables the cushion
to be used in the bath without fear of slipping.

PR45982

1 Talking Bathroom Scales 
Practical easy to read personal scales with the added bonus of
hearing your weight confirmed. Especially helpful for the visually
impaired.
• Talking function assists the visually impaired
• Voice announcement of the weight
• Digital Display of weight
• User can select between metric and imperial measures
• Uses 1 x 9 volt battery (included)

PR45071

1
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3
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2 Moulded Fluted Grab Rails 
This cost effective range of plastic grab rails have circular fixing
plates supplied with a covering disc. The disc (A) is clipped over the
attachment screws, creating a fully insulated handle or rail. The
range consists of four rails, which are useful for the
bathroom, corridors and stairways. The rails are fluted to provide
better grip for wet hands.
Diameter of tubes 1 Qw " Distance from wall 2 Qe " Disc diameter 3 Et " 

3 BathTap Rail
The rail clamps firmly around the taps and provides a hinged
support bar over the bath for assisting with raising and lowering.
The cross bar has extended sides to sit on the rims of the bath and
the rail can be folded back out of the way when not in use. Plastic
end caps are fitted to help protect the bath.
Max diameter of taps 76mm (3 1/8") length from taps 323mm
(12 3/4") Width of cross bar 673mm (26 1/2") Weight of 1.6 kg

PR45563

2

3

1 Quick Suction Rail
The Quick Suction Rail is designed to assist your natural motion
when stepping into or out of the shower/bath or when you just need
that extra support. The plastic rail features ribbing along the hand
rail to give additional grip and reduce the risk of slipping. The grab
rail attaches to any smooth non-porous surface using suction cups
meaning that no drilling is required to mount the bars. Ideal for use
on tiled walls or where drilling is not possible. Length 410mm (16”)

PR45750

1

Code Length Weight
PR45712W 304mm (12") 295g
PR45716W 406mm (16") 395g
PR45718W 457mm (18") 440g
PR45724W 609mm (24") 595g
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1 Ashby Angled Grab Bar
A grab bar which can assist the user in rising or lowering.
Particularly useful in toilet assists. The angled design can be used
to support the forearm to give leverage and support and the
profiled design gives a pleasant non slip grip. White ABS plastic.
Length 330mm (13") Depth from wall 50mm (2")

PR45218

2 Steel Grab Rails
Plastic coated grab rails available in three lengths. Manufactured
from 25mm (1") tube. Two fixing holes with flat fixing plates.
PR45560 457mm (18")
PR45561 609mm (24")
PR45562 685mm (27")

1

2

3

4 Prima Grab Bars 
An innovation in safety grab rail design. The New Prima grab bar is
one of the strongest and most attractive grab bars on the market.
The bars feature special soft grip mouldings around the bar to
reduce the risk of slipping, even with wet soapy hands. The bars are
strong one piece moulded plastic with a super reinforced strength of
an internal non rust aluminum tube. The ergonomical grip is
comfortable and never cold to touch, unlike most metal grab bars.
The straight bars can be mounted horizontally, vertically or
diagonally. The two specially designed angled grab bars are ideal
next to the WC, helping users with weak hand strength to rise from
the seat.
Reinforced screw mounting points are concealed by colour co-
ordinate plastic covers.
PR60280 Straight 300mm (12")
PR60281 Straight 400mm (16")
PR60282 Straight 450mm (18")
PR60283 Straight 600mm (24")
PR60284 Angled 330mm (13")
PR60285 Angled 400mm (16")

4

3 Bath Tub Grab Bar
Bathtub grab bar with hand-holds for added security. Clamp can be
adjusted from 76-177mm (3-7"), overall height 495mm 19.5" height
above the tub 374mm (14.75").

PR45422


